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Abstract

the expansion is conforming over elemental edges. The
nature of the modal discretisation also allows the poly-

In this paper we present a new unstructured spectral element method for use on triangular and tetrahedral subdomains. The algorithm maintains the accuracy and ef-

nomial

ficiencyof standardquadrilateral/hexahedral
spectralelement methods but offers greater adaptivity. Standard
unstructured

meshes can be used and the order of the

polynomial expansioncan be varied within each triangular/tetrahedral sub-domain. To determinethe time step
restrictions when explicitly solving a convectively dominated flow we numerically analyse the linear advection
equation. The formulation is then applied to the incompressibleNavier-Stokesequationsin the new spectralelement code

Key words: unstructured,spectral,adaptive.

order

to be varied

in each elemental

domain

in

a more implicit fashion. The trend of both the spectral
element and hp finite element methods has been towards
greater adaptivity. Both thesemethodshave adoptednonconformingdiscretisationsallowinggreater mesh adaptivity and they both permit variable order polynomial order
discretisations.This requirementfor greater adaptivity is
motivated by recognitionthat for many practical problems
the solution has a localisedstructure. An alternative approach to achievethis adaptivity is to use an unstructured
discretisation.

In this paper we present an unstructured spectral elements basiswhich can be applied to triangular and tetrahedral domains. The construction was motivated by theo-

reticalworkby Dubiner[5]in two-dimensions,
and canbe

AMS subject classifications: 65N30, 65N35, 76D05.

consideredas a triangular/tetrahedral extensionof the hp

1

finite element modal approach. An important property of
this new expansionis that it maintains a tensor product
type form allowing the use of sum factorisation to maintain efficiency. The algorithms have an operation count

Introduction

The current generationof spectralelementsusesquadrilaterals and hexahedral

elemental

subdomains

for discretiza-

tion. As the complexity of the geometrieswe want to discretiseincreasesthe quadrilateral and hexahedralmeshdesign becomesnotably more difficult. This issuehas been
partly addressedby using a non-conforming,mortar, dis-

cretisation[1, 2]. This techniquehasbeenimplemented
on
quadrilateral domainsbut until recently had not been implementedon hexahedradue to its complexity. The mortar method also allows the polynomial order to be varied
in each elemental domain by using a projection operator
at the interface. Another non-conformingmesh approach

is the modal hp finite element discretisationon quadrilat-

eral domains[3, 4]. In this approachthe polynomialexpansioncan also be varied but unlike the mortar method
'Center for Fluid Mechanics, Division of Applied Mathematics,
Brown University,Providence,R.I. 02912, CorrespondingAuthor

of O(L•)+•) whereL is the expansion
orderandD is the
space dimension. As is demonstrated by a numerical investigationof the linear advectionequation the new basis

hasan explicittimesteprestriction
whichscalesasO(L2)
which is similar to the standard spectral and spectral element

method.
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these characteristics

have allowed

an efficient implementation of the incompressibleNavierStokes equations in the new unstructured spectral element
code Af•Tar.

The paper is organizedas follows:In the next sectionwe
presentthe tetrahedral expansionbasiswhich is reduced to
the two-dimensionalbasis as a degeneratecase. In section
3 we present a review of the basic operations, in matrix
form, applied to the new basis. In section4 we elaborate on
the linear advection equation, and in section 5 we present
numerical
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Journal of Mathematics, University of Houston.

Both

results.
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Tetrahedral

expansion basis

the line •b+ • = 0 except at the point (p = -1,•
where

•Ve wish to formulate a tetrahedral expansion basis for
the solution of the Navier-Stokesequationsextending the

(I) is multi-valued.

W•e know that

95

= 1)

(I) is bounded

in

R• and the sameis true in T •. It mightappearstrange

to use a co-ordinate system which has a singular point but
it shouldbe noted that the singularity in the co-ordinates
detailed description of this formulation in two-dimensions does not imply that the expansionis singular. We also reis givenin [6] and the three-dimensional
basisformulation call that both cylindrical and sphericalco-ordinatesystems
canbe foundin [7]. Hereweoutlinethe basicformulation have multi-valued co-ordinatesat the origin.
by introducingthe co-ordinatesystemand describevarious
properties of the tetrahedral expansion.

two-dimensional
expansions
proposedby Dubinet [5]. A

2.1

Co-ordinate

system

To introduce the co-ordinate system we must first consider
a basic mapping as illustrated in figure 1. Here we seethe

mappingof a rectangulardomainin the ((I),9) spaceto a
trianglein the (6, •) space.Althoughthe expansionis not
associatedwith any specific set of nodes, the co-ordinate
mapping shown in figure I forms a more convenientset of
co-ordinatesfrom the computational viewpoint.
We define the standard triangle and rectangle as:

T• = {(o,•:)l-l_<,•,•;•,+•:_<o}
=
The rectangulardomainR• canbe mappedintothe triangulardomainT 2 by the following
transformation:
Figure 2: Transformationfrom hexahedralco-ordinatesystem to tetrahedral co-ordinate system.
•b --

(1+ (I))(1- •)
2

-1,

This mapping is the foundation for constructing a co-

andsimilarlythetriangulardomainT • canbemappedinto ordinatesystemin the tetrahedraldomainT 3 starting
systemin the hexahedraldomainR3.
the rectangulardomainRø'by the inversetransformation: froma co-ordinate
To achieve this, we repeatedly apply the two-dimensional

transformation((I),9) *• (P, •) in three steps. Schematically this transformation is shown in figure 2: In the first

stepwemapR3 intoa triangularprism.Herethe Cartesian

coordinates
(a,b,c)definethedomainR3 = {(a,b,c)l-1 _<
a, b,c < 1}. In the secondstep,we map the prism into a
squarebasedpyramid and finally, we map the pyramid into

the tetrahedron,T 3. The localcoordinates
(r, s,t) define
the spaceT 3 = {-1 _<r, s,t; r + s + t _<-1}. The threedimensional basis can be expressed via the initial set of

coordinates(a, b,c) as we demonstratein section2.2. In
summary,wecanwrite the hexahedralco-ordinates
(a, b,c)
in termsof the tetrahedralco-ordinates(r, s, t) by repeatedly applying the inverse transformation to arrive at:

Figure 1: Rectangleto triangle transformation.

Asindicated
in figure1, withinT • theco-ordinate
(I)has
a valueof -1 alongthe line •b-- -1 and a valueof I along

(1 + r)

(1 + s)

a=2(_s_t) 1, b=2(l_t) 1, c=t.
For t = -1 we recoverthe two-dimensionalmapping.
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Figure 3: Constantplanesof the co-ordinatesa, b and c on
the standard

tetrahe&on.
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l+m+n(N)

< M'

gedge-1
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The constantplanesrepresented
by (a, b,c) in the tetra-

hedralspaceT 3 spaceare shownin figure3. We note
the degeneracy
of the coordinatesystemin the T a space.
Planes of constant 'a' remain planes as the coordinate
varies from a - -1 to a - 1 and are dependenton all
of the basiccoordinatesr, s and t. However,planesof constant :b' degenerateto a line as this coordinate varies from

b = -1 to b = 1 although these planes only dependon
the basic coordinatess and t. Finally, planes of constant
'c' degenerate to a point as this coordinate varies from
c -- -1 to c -- 1 and theseplanes only depend on the basic
coordinate

gedge-2
lmO

gedge-3
lmO
gedge-4
10n

gedge-5
10•

edge-6

gOln

ß Face modes(2 _<I; 1 _<ra, n [1 < L: I+ ra < M:
l+m+n
< N)

t.

g face-- 1

lmO

2.2

Expansion

---

basis

gIOn
face--2__
--

•¾• definea polynomialbasis,denotedby glm,•(r,s,t), so
that we can approximate
the functionf(x, y, z) by a Co
continuousexpansion over 'K' tetrahedra by the form:

g face-3
lmn

---

g face-4
lmn

--

f(X,y,Z)
: • •-• •-• •-•f•mng•mn(I',8,
t).
k

I

m

n

Herefp•nistheexpansion
coefficient
corresponding
tothe
expansion
polynomialglmn
k in the kthtetrahedron;(x, y, z)
are the globalspatialco-ordinates
and (r, s, t) are the local
co-ordinateswithin any given tetrahe&on.

ß Interior modes(2_• I;1 _• ra, n [ I < L;I + m < AI;I +
m+n < N)
ginterior

lmn

l•a•(1--a

l+c

1,1
l+b 1-b I
2 •l+m•21+2m--l,1
•x

21-1,1

where the indices'Iran' in glmn refer to the order of the
principalpolynomialin r, s and t respectively,
and L, M, N
Vertices

Edges

Faces

Figure 4: Tetrahedron notation

define the total number of modes. We note that when

I = m + I = n + I the edge and face modeshave the
same shape which allows the basis to be combined into

a COexpansion
by matching
the expansion
coefficients
of
Havingdefinedthe co-ordinates(a, b,c) in the previous thesemodes.However,expansioncoefficientsof odd order
sectionwe can now describethe expansionbasis. Using modesmay needto havetheir signchangedto ensurethis
the notation given in figure 4 the basisis describedby:
continuity.
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toinclude
theJacobian,
(1--•)[i-c]2inthequadrature
\21'

weightsß This is advantageous since it avoids explicit
evaluation

of this

Jacobian

and miniraises

the order

of

1.0

the quadrature required for exact evaluation of the inte-

gral. Thereforewe chooseto use a quadraturerule with

0.s

a = 0,/• = 0 in the 'a' direction, a quadrature rule with
a = 1, • = 0 in the 'b' direction and a quadrature rule
with a = 2, • = 0 in the 'c' direction. The integration rule

s0.c

therefore

becomes:

-o.•
-1.0

Figure 6: Quadrature points in the standard triangle and
tetrahedron space. In the 'a' direction a Gauss-Lobatto

where

distribution
is used and in the 'b' and
Gauss-Radau distribution
is used.

1.0

_2'

wj' -- 4

Here qa,qb,qc are the number of quadrature points in
the a, b and c directions respectively. The two-dimensional
rule is shown in curly brackets.
Unlike standard quadrilateral spectral elements we are

'c' directions

a

of a functionf(a, b,c) at the quadrature
pointsai, bj,ck.
Note that we have dropped the superscriptswhich denote
the form of the quadrature as explained in the previous
section. We shall use the notation f to represent a vector

free to chooseany type of quadraturerule (i.e. Gauss,
Gauss Lobatto or Gauss Radau) with the same cost. of the functionevaluationf(ai, bj, ck) at the quadrature
--

Gauss-Lobatto

is convenient

as it has zeros at the ends

points where we will assume that the i index runs fastest

by thej indexandthenk. Similarity
we shall
of the integration domain allowing the boundary condi- followed
let jedenote
a vector
ofexpansion
coefficients
fimn.Here
tions to be easily evaluated and imposed. Nevertheless,
we shall use the conventionthat the verticesare initially
this meansthat we have multiple quadraturepoints at verstored followedby the edges,then the faces and finally
tex C and D as well as alongedge6 (seefigure4). This
the interiorß In each group we assume that the index n
is undesirablebecauseof the redundancy of quadrature
runs fastest followed by ra and then 1. This convention is
points and the fact that it is more difficult to evaluate the
derivativeat thesepoints. To circumventthis problemwe
chooseto use Gauss-Radau quadrature in the 'b' and 'c'
directions.

The quadraturepointsfor the standardtriangleT 2 and
tetrahedronT 3 are shownin figure6. The Gauss-Radau
quadrature we are using includes a zero at s = -1 and
therefore we do not have any quadrature points at vertices
C and D or along edge 6. We chooseto use Gauss-Lobatto
integration in the 'a' directions and thus have quadrature

necessary
forthesparskyof the expan•sion
to be evident.
To complement the vectors f and f we introduce the

matrices lAYand G. lAYis a diagonal matrix containing
the quadratureweightsrequiredto integratef overT 3. G
is a matrix

whose columns

are the discrete

values of the

expansionmodesat the quadrature points. These matrices
have the form:
Wo •o

•o
ß

pointsalongthe boundaries
of T •and T 3 exceptat vertices

0

0

o,o •,o

•2,o

C,D and along edge 6.

3.2

gxoo
(ao,0o,co)

.-.

gt..• (ao,0o,co)

gloo(aq,•
-1, bo,co)

'--

glmn(aqa-1, bo,co)

Local projection and notation
G •

In order to define the forward

and backward

transforma-

tions and thereby describethe projection operator we wish

to introduce some notation to help simplify the description. To this end, we consider the collocation evaluation

gloo(aqa--1,
bqb-1,Cqc-1) '''

glmn(aqa-1,bqb-1,Cqc-1)

Givenf, •, W andG wecannowdefinethediscrete
for-
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and backward

transformations.

The discrete back-

3.3

95

Differentiation

ward transformation is very simple as given a set of expansion coefficientsfi•,m the function at the quadrature
points is evaluated by the summation:

Differentiationmay be performedin eitherthe transformed
or physical space. However, when dealing with terms
like the quadraticconvectionoperatorthat appearsin the
Navier-Stokesequationit is efficientto perform the deriva(2)
u(ai,bj,ck)
= Z fi_.tmnglmn(ai,bj,ck). tive in physical space and then evaluate the convection
Iron
operator in a collocationmanner. Differentiation in physThis summation can be written in matrix notation as:
ical spaceis possiblesincethe spacedefinedby Lagrange
polynomials
through the quadrature points containsthe
u=G•.
--

_

To define the forward transformation

we first introduce the

discreteinnerproductin matrix notation(recallingthat W
is symmetric):

b,c),v(a,b,c))T3:

=

This operationis exact if the functionsu(a, b,c),v(a, b,c)
lie within the polynomial expansionspaceand the quadrature order is consistentwith the approximation. Similarly,
the discreteinner product of the expansionbasisg•m• with

a functionu(a, b,c) can be written:

expansion space Pc.
represented as:

u(a,b,c)
= • u(ai,bj,c•)hiqa-•(a)hJb-•(b)h•c-•(c
ijk

whereh/• istheN thorderLagrange
polynomial
whichhas
a unit valueat the i th quadraturepointandis zeroat the
other quadraturepoints. Due to the KroneckerDelta prop-

erty of the Lagrangepolynomial(i.e h•(aj) = 5•j) differentiation at the quadrature points is very efficient, taking

O(q) operationsto evaluatethe derivativeonepointwhere
q is the one-dimensionalquadrature order. The local gra-

dientoperatorin termsof (r, s,t) canthenbe recovered
by

,(a,b,

use of the chain rule since

To determine the expansion coefficientsand thus define
the forward transformation we take the inner product of

4

•r

equation (2) with respect to the expansionbasis. This

•7 ---

gives us the matrix equation
GT[Vu = G•WGfi.
--

A function in Pc can therefore be

•ss

=

•t

_

Sincethe matrix GTWG is squareandinvertiblewe define

O

(1--b)(1-c)
Oa
2

0

2(1+a)
0
(1-b)(1-c)
aa

(i--c) Ob

2(l+a) Oa
0

(•+b) a
(l--c) Ob

(1--b)(1--c)

where

the forward transformation by:

(l+r)

a=2(_s_t) 1

5 = (G•WG)-IGTWu.

(l+s)

b-2(l_t) 1.

The discrete projection operator, P, is the projection of
a given function into the expansionspaceand is simply a

There is potentially a problem when b = 1 or c -- 1 since
i
i
become infinite. This was
thefactors,
(1-•)(1-•),
(•-b),

forward

part of the motivation for using GaussRadau quadrature

and backward

transformation

so

in the b and c directions

The projection operator can be interpreted as a collocation
operator, which is used to evaluate the function at the
quadrature points, followed by a Galerkin projection.
The matrix notation describes the above operations
at the quadrature points; however it should be appreciated that the approximation of the function is a continuous polynomial and not a discreterepresentationat the

since this means that we do not

needto evaluatethe derivativesat thesepoints. However,
the derivativesare well defined in this region but not in
this co-ordinatesystem. To evaluate the derivative, one

can take the derivativeof the expansionbasisin (r, s,t)
and multiply it by the expansioncoefficients.
We can representthe partial differentiationwith respect
to a, b and c at the quadrature points by the matrix operations:

Ou

Ou

Ou

quadrature points. Nevertheless,we frequently only require the values of our approximation at the quadrature
points and therefore find it convenientto considermost

Thesematricesare fairly sparseand, from an implemen-

operations in this matrix formulation.

tation point of view, are most efficiently evaluated as a
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series of one-dimensionaloperations. If we use the nota-

byT• eachofwhichhasa localboundary
OT•. Theunion

tion A[ijk]•vqr]to representthe matrix entryA[i + qaj + of the K sumdomains
T• is equalto 12,i.e.
(qaqb)k][p+qa
q+(qa qb)r]thenthe formof thesematrices
K
is given by ß

D•[ijk]•vqr]
= dh(a.)
da

D•[ijk]•vqr]
- hi(a,)
dhj(bq)
hk(c•)
db

and the domain boundary, 012, is a subset of the union of

all thelocalboundaries,

dhk(c)

K

Dc[ijk]•vqr]
- hi(a,)hj(bq)
dc

where we recall that the i and p indices run fastest. We
can representthe partial differentiationwith respectto r, s
and t using these matrices as:

If we initially consider a single element and let

v(x,y,z) = g•,•=(x,y,z) then equation(4) becomes:

D• = A ((•_•)(•_c)
4 )

gz,•,•- + (g•,•,Lu)= 0

Ds = A (•_•(•_•) D•+A (Wz-•-•)
Dt = A (-•(•+•)
(•_•)(•_•)) D• + A f(•+•)•
D• + D•.
Here we haveadoptedthe nomenclature
that A(f(a,b,c))

V(lmn).

Since the solution is approximated as a polynomial function we can representthe solution at the quadrature points

by u and write the previousequationin matrix form (see
section3.2) •:

is a diagonal matrix whose componentsare the values of

(5)

f(a. b,c) evaluatedat the quadraturepoints.

GTB•t + GTBL• = O,
Ou

4

where•t = •

Linear advection equation

and that B = WJ (J beinga diagonal

matr• containingthe value of the Jacobianat the quadra-

The three-dimensional linear advection equation for the

scalarquantity,u(x, y, z; t), can be written:

ture points). Finally we can representthe solutionvector
in terms of the expansioncoe•cients since• = G•(t).
Substitutingthis into equation(5) and notingthat

Ou

(3)

Ou Gd•

0--•+ Lu= •- + (V. V')u= 0
v - [a,b,

z;0) = u0(,

ot

z).

The initial conditionu0(x, y, z) is considered
smooth.The
propagationvelocity V is real and will typically be taken
as constantand divergencefree (i.e. V'. V = 0). The

dr'

we obtain the Galerkin approximationto equation (3)
within an element in terms of the expansion coe•cients,

G• BG

equation is also supplementedwith appropriate boundary

+ G• BLG• = O.

conditions.

If this equation w• to be solved on a local element then
boundary conditions would need to be imposed. This
by considering
the weak form of equation(3). Therefore, would involve condensing the system of any Dirichlet
if we take the inner product with respect to the function boundaries. However at present, we are interested in conv(x, y, z) we obtain:
structing the global system for multiple elements. We can

We will discretise this equation in a Galerkin fashion

representthe local approximationto equation(3) overall

(4)
4.1

elements as ß

+ Lu) = 0

(6)

Discretisation

We consider the solution

in an finite domain

12 which is

fixed in spaceand has a boundary 012. The domain is assumed to be split into K tetrahedral subdomainsdenoted

(a•a) •+
• (a•za)•

= o,

where•t denotesa vector containingall the expansionco-

e•cientfromeveryelement
•.

The underlined
matrix

denotesa block diagonal system made from the K local
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matrices. In order to define the global expansion as a

95

where

union of C O continuousexpansions
we needto construct
the global matrix systems. The operation of expressing

the local non-uniqueexpansioncoefficients,
•, in termsof

the globaluniqueexpansion
coefficients,
4a, canbe repre-

sented
bythemapping
matrix
Z (see
[6,'•0])
i.e,
= Zg.

and Dr, Ds, Dt as well as A() were as in section3.3. For
straight-sided tetrahedral elements the geometric factors

Substitutingthis relation into equation(6) and premul- Or Os Ot
andso if a(x,y,z), b(x,y,z)
tiplyingthe wholeequationby Z r we obtainthe global Ox,oz,Ox,'" are constants
and c(x,y, z) are alsoconstants,then R, S and T are simmatrix system:

zr(ar

ply scalars.

d•gZr(GrBLG.)Z_•g
= O.

4.2

If •veinvertthe globalmassmatr• (ZT(GTBG)Z)-• we
obtain the semi-discrete system for the solution of the
global expansioncoefficients:

(7)• - (z•(a*•a)z)
-•z*(a•a)•gz•.
dt

'-

-

The complete discretisationinvolvesthe solution of this
systemof ordinarydifferentialequationsin time. The temporal discretisationwe have adoptedis the Adams B•hforth multi-step scheme.
The system may be solved with a range of appropriate
boundary conditions.Dirichlet boundariesare imposedby

performinga localboundarytransformation
(see[10])on
any modes which have a non-zero componentalong the
Dirichlet boundary and then condensingthese modesout

of the globalmassmatrixZr(GrBG)Z.
To completethe discretisationwe need to describethe
form of the operatorL • (V. V). The differentialcomponentof the operatoracts on the expansionb•is which
is in the polynomial space,Pt. Therefore, it can be evaluated exactly by differentiating the La•ange polynomials
through the quadrature points as explained in section 3.3.
The operator in full is defined:

o

o

Oz'

If we expressthe partial derivativesin •, F and z in terms
of partial derivativesin r, s and t usingthe chain rule we
obtain:

Spectrum of the weak advection operator

The main purposeof this investigationis determiningwhat
time step restrictionsare imposedby explicit treatment of
the advection terms. Considering the semi-discreteform

of the weakadvectionequationas givenin equation(7) we
note that for a time steppingschemeto be stable we require

theeigenvalues
ofAt.(ZT(GTBG)Z)
-• ZT(GrBLG)Z
lie within stability region of the time stepping scheme.
Here At is the time step and clearly this must decay at
the same rate that the largest eigenvaluegrows in order
for the spectrumto remain within the stability region.

The matrix GrBLG representthe discreteform of the
inner product of the expansionbasis with the advection
operatoracting on the expansionbasisi.e (gt,•n,Lgpqr).
Now sincewe have assumedthat the propagation velocity
V is divergence-free,we can write:

Lg•n = (V. V)g•,• = V. (Vgz•).
Sinceglmn,gpqrare both scalar fields we can apply the
vectoridentity(<bY.V = V. (•V) - V•. V) to show:

(glran,
Lgpqr)
'----(Lglran,gpqr)
q/TaV'(glranVgpq
Applying the divergencetheorem to the last term we arrive
at:

(gtran,
Lgpqr)
=-(Lgtmn,gpqr)
+•ogzmngpqrV'
nSA
T•

L

(aar
ba
r +cø'•
0 •+s bOS
as+
Oz)+(aO
a•
)O•
o
+ (aat
t + cO
t0
as+ ba
ay
az)•'
=

Therefore, the discreteversionof the L operator acting at
the quadrature points can be written as:
L = RDr + SDs + TDt

where n is the outward normal along the boundaries of a
tetrahedron. This last result demonstratesthat the operator is skew symmetric if the surface integral is zero. As
there is no approximation error in evaluating the L operator, the matrix representationof the discrete operator
will also be skew symmetric. The surfaceintegral is zero

if eitherof the expansionmodesglrnnor gpqriSan interior
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mode sinceinterior modesare zero along the boundariesby
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as indicated by the circles in the plot, the vertex D of all

design.We are alsoimposingCo continuityand assuming tetrahedral elementsis placedat point E (1,-1, 1). The
a conformingdiscretisation,so the surfaceintegral along
interfaces between two elements will be equal and opposite. When the system is globally assembledthere will be
zero net contribution from elemental interfaces. The only
remaining contribution from the surfaceintegral is therefore along the boundaries of the solution domain. If the

boundaryconditionsare skewsymmetric(i.e. periodicor
zero Dirichlet) then the global operator will be skewsymmetric.

Sincethe globalmassmatrix(zT(GTBG)Z)is symmetric when it premultiplies the weak advection op-

trianglesin this figureindicatethe locationof vertex A (see
figure 4). Sincethe advectionoperator L is a function of

thepropagation
velocity
V thematrix
(ZT(G
TBG)Z)
-•
ZT(GTBLG)Z mustalsobe a functionof V. The variation of maximum eigenvaluesas a function of the propagation velocity is shown in figure 7. In constructingthis
plot we have assumedthat the propagation velocity has a
unit magnitude and is oriented in the direction given by
a vector connectingthe origin to a point on the surface
of the hemisphere. It is only necessaryto determine this
range of propagation velocities since propagation in the

erator zT(GTBœG)Z (with skewsymmetricboundary [1,1, 1] directionformsa matrix whichis the negativeof
conditions)
thematrix(ZT(G
TBG)Z)-• zT(GTBœG)Z the matrix due to propagationin the [-1,-1,-1] direcwill be skew symmetric. Therefore, the eigenvaluesof

tion and so they will have the same maximum eigenvalues.

(Zr(GtBG)Z)
-• zT(GTBLG)Z
must
bepurely
imagi-Since we have restricted the propagation velocity to be of
nary. This means that we require a time stepping scheme
with a stability region encompassingthe imaginary axis.
The third order Adams Bashforth schemehas a stability
regionwhich crossedthe imaginary axis at:
At. A•,•.• _• 0.723.

unit magnitude it is possibleto describeany vector by two
sphericalangleso and 0 as shownin figure 8. In this figure
we see the absolute maximum eigenvaluesas shown in figure ? parametrised with the spherical angles o and 0. We
have reversed the direction of the 0 axis to make the plot
consistentwith figure 7.

where 3,,,,,,.•is the maximum permissibleeigenvaluefor the
scheme to be stable.

Figure 7: Periodic domain containing six tetrahedral elements as shown on the left where the triangle and circle

Figure 8: Definition of sphericalangles0 and 0 (left) and
plot of absolutemaximum eigenvaluesfor a unit propagation vector (right). This is the samedistribution as shown

indicateverticesC and D respectively(seefigure 4). For
a range of propagationvelocitiesat L = 10 the maximum

in figure 7.

eigenvalue
ofthematrix
(ZT(GTBG)Z)-] ZT(G
TBLG)Z
was calculated and is shown on the right. The propagation velocities have a unit magnitude and are parallel to
the vector connectingthe origin of the right plot to a point
on the hemisphere.
In order to determine the maximran eigenvalueof the

The valuesof 0 and 0 at the nearest calculated position
to the extrema shownin figure 8 are given in table 1. The
position and form of the extrema can be attributed to the
structure of the tetrahedral domain shown in figure 7. For

examplethe globalminimum(extremum1) corresponds
to

a unitpropagation
velocity
in the[v/•,-X/•-V•]

riodic domainformedfrom six tetrahedraas shownin fig-

direction which is parallel to the diagonal bisector of the
whole domain running from position C to E in figure 7.
The triangular structureof this minimum is consistentwith

ure 7. The domainspansthe space{-1 < x, y, z < 1} and

the directions

matrix
(Zr(GTBG)Z)
-• ZT(GTBLG)Z
wechoose
ape-

in which the tetrahedra

bisects the faces of
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Type

½ (degrees) 0 (degrees) Eig. value

1
2
3
4

minimum
maximum
maximum
maximum

-45.3
90.0
45.3
0.0

5

maximum

-90.0

56.2
45.3
90.0
135.2
135.2

12.35
26.65
26.65
26.65
26.65

Table 1: Table of position and type of turning point in
absolutemaximumeigenvaluedistributionshownin figure
8.

the domain. These bisectors run in the directions from

B to E, C to F and G to E which correspondto the

spherical
angles((b= -180,0 = 45),(•b= 0,0: 45) and
(0 = -45, 0 = 180). Figure8 demonstrates
that these
anglesmakea triangleof similarorientationto the region
surrounding
the minimumextremumat position1. Let us
now consider vectors which bisect the faces in the other

directionsi.e.; form A to F, G to B and D to B which

correspond
to the spherical
angles(•5- 90,0 -- 45),(C5=
0,0 = 135) and (0 -- 45,0 - 90). V•Teseefromtable 1
theseanglescorrespond
to the maximumextrema2,4 and
3. Maximum 5 corresponds
to a propagationvelocityof

equaland oppositedirectionto maximum2. Finallythe

4

5

6

7

8

Expansion

9

10

Order

Figure 9: Growth of the maximumeigenvalue
of the

matrix
(zT(GTBG)Z)
-! zT(.•TBLG)Z
asa function
of

local minima between the maxima 2-3, 3-4 and 4-5 can be

expansion
orderfor propagation
velocitiesof magnitude

attributedto the threeremainingdiagonalbisectorsof the

IV[ = v/• withdirections
of (•b- 45,0= 90)[D- B],((p45,0= 56.2)[D- F] and(•b- -45,0 = 56.2)[C- El.

complete
domaini.e. fromD to F, H to B andG to A.
We seethat propagationvelocitiesalignedwith the elementedgesleadto minimain the eigenvalue
distribution
whilst maximacorrespond
to propagationin the orthogonal direction to those that lead to the minima. This type
of behaviour has also been observedin the two-dimensional

5

Numerical

examples

Extensive numerical results that verify flexibility and ex-

ponentialconvergence
for the triangularand tetrahedral

expansion[6].
spectralelements
canbe foundin [6], [7],and [10]. Here
We are now in a position to determinethe maximum we includetwo examples:One on the elliptic Helmholtz

eigenvalue
growthrate as a functionof expansion
order.
The growthrate for threepropagation
directions
is shown
in figure9. The most critical directionsare thosecorresponding
to the maximumextremaof the eigenvalues
in
figure8 andweseethatthegrowthratein the(•b= 45,0 =
90) directionis asymptotically
fasterthanthe othersampleddirections
but is still bounded
by a slopeof 2. If we

equation,andthe second
oneon a standardNavier-Stokes
problem.

TheellipticHelmholtz
equation
(V • - 1)u= f) wasdiscretized on the "helix" domain shown in figure 10. This

domainis formedby rotating a circlewith a triangle com-

ingoutof it aboutthe axisthroughthe centerof the circle.

Also includedin the figure is the crossectionthat generconsiderthe last three pointsof thesecurveswe find that ates the three-dimensional domain by propagation along
the slopesare 1.88,1.79and 1.82forthe propagation
veloc- the axis. This 3D mesh generation algorithm from 2D
itiesof (• = 45,0- 90)[D- B],(•b- 45,0= 56.2)[D- F] templatesis describedin [11]. The forcingis chosenso

and(0- -45,0- 56.2)[C'- E] respectively.
Therefore, that
thegrowthrateisbounded
by L2.

the exact solution is
1

z) =

+ 1

=
where R - 1 is the radius of the cylinder. The full domain
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